Crazy Bubba

Crazy Bubba
BUB1

Ticket Form Number:

International Gamco, Inc.

Manufacturer:

Price:

$0.50
1680

Number of Tickets in Deal:
Top Instant Prize:

$5.00

Payout:

$595.00

Profit:

$245.00

Percent Payback:

70.83%
171

Total Instant Winners:
Overall Odds of Winning:

1:9.82
December 20, 2013

Approval Date:

How to Play

To play, the player would pay $.50 for a ticket and then open the window on the backside to reveal the
symbols or numerals.
If the symbols inside the ticket match the winning combinations on the ticket front, the player is an
instant winner. All instant winners have the cashier feature, which is the total winning amount. Pay
all instant winners as tickets are opened and redeemed.
TOTAL WINNERS

1 Winner @ $5.00

PAY OUT
VALUE
$5.00

WINNING COMBINATIONS

3 Monster Trucks in a row

10 Winners @ $1.00

$10.00

3 Mounted Deer Heads in a row

160 Winners @ $0.50

$80.00

3 Lazy Boy Recliners in a row

Holder Information
In addition to instant play, there are 125 total holders consisting of:
-75 Crazy Bubba Ball Hold tickets with one Bingo number (01-75);
-30 Bingo Hold “1st Ball Called” tickets with 1 Bingo number (01-75)
-15 Bingo Hold “1st Ball Called” tickets with 2 Bingo numbers (01-75)
-05 Bingo Hold “1st Ball Called” tickets with 3 Bingo numbers (01-75)
To Determine the Winner
Once the game is completely sold out, the operator will announce that Crazy Bubba serial number xxxx is in play.
The operator will draw and call the first ball from the bingo machine. The person that has the Bingo Hold “1st Ball Called” ticket with
the number of the first ball called will win $100 (see example of bingo board showing I-17 as 1st ball called).
The caller will continue to draw balls from the bingo machine until the 3rd ball is called in one down line row. (see example of bingo
board showing 3 numbers called in a down line row – N-37 highlighted as 3rd ball called is winner).
The person holding the Crazy Bubba Ball Hold ticket with the number of the 3rd ball called in a down line will win the $400 prize.
If the deal is not completely sold out, all holders will sign their name on the sign-up sheet located on the back of the Crazy Bubba Flare
card. The players holding a Ball hold ticket(s) will sign on the numbered line that matches their hold ticket(s) and players holding a
Bingo Hold “1st Ball Called” ticket(s) will sign on the numbered line(s) that matches their hold ticket(s).

Players Signup Card

